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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Winter Examination-2015 

 

Subject Name : Surveying  
 

Subject Code : 2TE03SUR1                                                             Branch : Diploma (Civil) 

    

Semester : 3       Date : 08/12/2015       Time : 2:30 To  5:30         Marks : 70 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

Q-1  Attempt the following questions: 

 
(14) 

 a)  In surveying when curvature of earth is taken into consideration then that type is 

called as  

(A) Chain surveying      (B) Geodetic surveying     

(C) Plane surveying       (D) Contouring 

01 

 b)  If ‘n’ is the number of sides , then the total sum of exterior angles of a closed 

traverse should be 

(A) (n+2) x 90
0
    (B) (2n-4) x 90

0
    (C) (2n+4) x 90

0
    (D) (4n-2) x 90

0
 

01 

 c)  The vertical angle between longitudinal axis of a freely suspended magnetic 

needle and a horizontal line at its pivot, is known 

(A) declination    (B) azimuth    (C) dip    (D) bearing 

01 

 d)  As per Indian standard, the length of one link in 30 meter chain should be 

(A) 20 cm    (B) 30 cm    (C) 40 cm    (D) 10 cm 

01 

 e)  The horizontal angle between the true meridian and magnetic meridian at a 

place is called 

(A) azimuth    (B) declination    (C) local attraction    (D) magnetic bearing 

01 

 f)  If the magnetic bearing of the sun at a place at noon in southern hemisphere is 

167°, the magnetic declination at that place is 

(A) 77° N    (B) 23° S    (C) 13° E    (D) 13° W 

01 

 g)  Size of a theodolite is specified by 

(A) the length of telescope               (B) the diameter of vertical circle 

(C) the diameter of lower plate        (D) the diameter of upper plate 

01 

 h)  A telescope is said to be inverted if its 

(A) vertical circle is to its right and the bubble of the telescope is down 

(B) vertical circle is to its right and the bubble of the telescope is up 

(C) vertical circle is to its left and the bubble of the telescope is down 

(D) vertical circle is to its left and the bubble of the telescope is up 

01 

 i)  The cross hairs in the surveying telescope are placed 

(A) midway between eye piece and objective lens 

(B) much closer to the eye-piece than to the objective lens 

01 
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(C) much closer to the objective lens than to the eye piece 

(D) anywhere between eye-piece and objective lens 

 j)  For which of the following permanent adjustments of theodolite, the spire test 

is used? 

(A) adjustment of plate levels 

(B) adjustment of line of sight 

(C) adjustment of horizontal axis 

(D) adjustment of altitude bubble and vertical index frame 

01 

 k)  Which of the following errors is not eliminated by the method of repetition of 

horizontal angle measurement? 

(A) error due to eccentricity of verniers 

(B) error due to displacement of station signals 

(C) error due to wrong adjustment of line of collimation and trunnion axis 

(D) error due to inaccurate graduation 

01 

 l)  The following sights are taken on a "change point" 

(A) fore sight only                       (B) back sight only     

(C) fore sight and back sight       (D) fore sight and intermediate sight 

01 

 m)  The rise and fall method of levelling provides a complete check on 

(A) back sight    (B) intermediate sight    (C) fore sight    (D) all of the above 

01 

 n)  The principle of working of an optical square is based on 

(A) refraction    (B) reflection    (C) double refraction    (D) double reflection 

01 

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

Q-2  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) Give classification of surveying with use of each type. 07 

 (b) Explain the methods of chaining on sloping ground. 07 

Q-3  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) Explain various characteristics of contours. 07 

 (b) Following bearings were observed while running a closed traverse. Correct the 

bearing for local attraction and calculate included angles. 

Line Fore Bearing Back Bearing 

AB 68
0 

248
0 

BC 130
0 

312
0 

CD 252
0 

70
0 

DA 344
0 

164
0 

 

07 

Q-4  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) Explain following terms: 

1) (i) Line of collimation, (ii) Reduced level, (iii) Back sight, (iv) Change point, (v) 

Contour interval 

05 

 (b) What is ranging? Explain indirect ranging with sketch. 05 

 (c) Write short note on Line ranger. 04 

Q-5  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) Explain the Trapezoidal rule and Simpson rule for computation of area. 07 

 (b) Following readings are taken with a level and 4.0 m leveling staff on constantly 

falling ground. 1.235, 0.445, 1.365, 2.560, 3.675, 0.220, 1.105, 1.890, 2.985, 

0.105, 1.435, and 2.075. The first reading was taken on BM having RL 100.555. 

07 
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Find the RL of points by HI method. Give arithmetic check. 

Q-6  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) List the instruments used in chain and tape survey and write the function of each 

of the instrument. 

05 

 (b) Define the following terms: 

(i) Local attraction, (ii) Dip, (iii) True meridian, (iv) Isogonic lines, (v) 

Declination 

05 

 (c) Distinguish between whole circle bearing and reduce bearing. 04 

Q-7  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) Explain different axes of theodolite with its interrelationship. 07 

 (b) Explain the methods of orientation in plane table survey. 07 

Q-8  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) State the functions of following in respect of theodolite. 

(i) Clip screw, (ii) Telescope, (iii) Shifting head, (iv) Lower plate screw, (v) 

Vertical circle, (vi) Tangent screw, (vii) Clamping screw. 

07 

 (b) List the instruments used in plane tabling and give their uses. 07 
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Q-1  Attempt the following questions: 

 

(14) 

 o)  ;J"[1F6DF\ HM 5'yJLGL UM/F.G[ wIFGDF\ ,[JFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[ 5|SFZGF ;J"[1F6G] X]\ 

SC[JFIP 

(A) Chain surveying      (B) Geodetic surveying     

(C) Plane surveying       (D) Contouring 

01 

 p)  A\W VFZ[B6GF AFCI B]6FGM ;ZJF/M S[8,M YX[ m n V[8,[ AFH]VMGL ;\bIFP 

(A) (n+2) x 90
0
    (B) (2n-4) x 90

0
    (C) (2n+4) x 90

0
    (D) (4n-2) x 90

0
 

01 

 q)  D]STZLT[ h],TL R]\ASLI ;MIGL Z[BF VG[ 1FLTLH Z[BF JrR[ 5LJM8 5F;[ AGTF pwJ" 

B]6FG[ X]\ SC[JFIP m 

(A) declination    (B) azimuth    (C) dip    (D) bearing 

01 

 r)  #_ DL8ZGL ;F\S/GF IS D]HA V[S ,L\SGL ,\AF. S[8,L CMJL HM.V[Pm 

(A) 20 cm    (B) 30 cm    (C) 40 cm    (D) 10 cm 

01 

 s)  ;FR] D[ZL0LIG VG[ R]\ASLI D[ZL0LIG JrR[GF ;F:TZLI B]6FG[ X]\ SC[JFIP m 

(A) azimuth    (B) declination    (C) local attraction    (D) magnetic bearing 
01 

 t)  SM. V[S :Y/[ A5MZ[ Nl1F6 C[DL:OLIZDF\ ;]I"G]\ R]\ASLI A[ZL\U 167°  K[ TM T[ :Y/[ 

R]\ASLI lJR,G S[8,] YX[Pm 

(A) 77° N    (B) 23° S    (C) 13° E    (D) 13° W 

01 

 u)  YLIM0M,F.8GL ;F.h S[JL ZLT[ NXF"JFI m 

(A) the length of telescope               (B) the diameter of vertical circle 

(C) the diameter of lower plate        (D) the diameter of upper plate 

01 

 v)  8[,L:SM5G[ .gJ"8[0 SC[JFI HMPPPP 

(A) vertical circle is to its right and the bubble of the telescope is down 

(B) vertical circle is to its right and the bubble of the telescope is up 

(C) vertical circle is to its left and the bubble of the telescope is down 

(D) vertical circle is to its left and the bubble of the telescope is up 

01 

 w)  ;J"[.\U 8[,L:SM5DF\ S|M; C[ZG]\ :YFG H6FJMP 

(A) midway between eye piece and objective lens 

(B) much closer to the eye-piece than to the objective lens 

(C) much closer to the objective lens than to the eye piece 

(D) anywhere between eye-piece and objective lens 

01 

 x)  YLIM0M,F.8GF SIF SFIDL V[0H:8D[g8 DF8[ :5FIZ 8[:8GM p5IMU YFI K[P m 

(A) adjustment of plate levels 

(B) adjustment of line of sight 

(C) adjustment of horizontal axis 

(D) adjustment of altitude bubble and vertical index frame 

01 

 y)  CMZLhMg8, V[\U, D[hZD[g8GL ZL5L8[XG 5wWTL YL GLR[GFDF\YL S. +]8LVM 

V[,LDLG[8[0 YTL GYLPm 

(A) error due to eccentricity of verniers 

(B) error due to displacement of station signals 

(C) error due to wrong adjustment of line of collimation and trunnion axis 

(D) error due to inaccurate graduation 

01 

 z)  R[gH 5M.g8 p5Z S. ;F.8 ,[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[Pm 

 (A) fore sight only                       (B) back sight only     

(C) fore sight and back sight       (D) fore sight and intermediate sight 

01 

 aa)  ,[J,L\UGL ZF.h VG[ OM, D[Y0YL SIF 5|SFZGM Sd%,L8 V[S D[/JL XSFI m 

(A) back sight    (B) intermediate sight    (C) fore sight    (D) all of the above 
01 

 bb)  VM%8LS, :SJ[ZGF SFI"GM ;LwWF\T S[GF p5Z VFWFZ ZFB[ K[P 01 
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(A) refraction    (B) reflection    (C) double refraction    (D) double reflection 

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

Q-2  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) ;J"[1F6G]\ JU"LSZ6 SZM VG[ NX[SGM p5IMU ,BMP 07 

 (b) -F/JF/L HDLGGL DF56LGL ZLTM ;DHFJM 07 

Q-3  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) ;DMZR Z[BFVMGL lJlJW ,F1Fl6STFVM ;DHFJMP 07 

 (b) V[S A\W DF,FZ[B6 SZTL JBT[ ,LW[, VJ,MSGM GLR[ D]HAGF K[P :YFlGS VFSQF"6 

DF8[ A[ZL\UDF\ ;]WFZM SZL V\TU"T B}6FVM XMWMP 

Line Fore Bearing Back Bearing 

AB 68
0 

248
0 

BC 130
0 

312
0 

CD 252
0 

70
0 

DA 344
0 

164
0 

 

07 

Q-4  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) GLR[GF 5NM ;DHFJM: 

2) (i) ;DF\TZ6 Z[BF, (ii) ;F5[1F pRF\. , (iii) 5`JFJ ,MSG, (iv) lNXFAN, lA\N], (v) 
;DRMZ; Z[BFGM UF/M 

05 

 (b) VFZ[B6GL jIFbIF VF5MP VFS'lT ;FY[ jI:T VFZ[B6 ;DHFJMP 05 

 (c) ,F.G Z[H\Z 5Z 8]SGM\W ,BMP 04 

Q-5  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) 1F[+O/GL U6TZL DF8[GF 8=[5[hM.0, ~, VG[ ;LD;G ~, ;DHFJMP 07 

 (b) ,[J, TYF 4.0 m GF T,[1F6 N\0 J0[ ;TT -M/FJF/L HDLG p5Z GLR[GF JF\RGFSM 

,[JFDF\ VFJ[, K[P 1.235, 0.445, 1.365, 2.560, 3.675, 0.220, 1.105, 1.890, 2.985, 

0.105, 1.435, and 2.075. The 5|YD JF\RGFS H[ T,lRgC 5Z ,[JFDF\ VFJ[, T[GL 

;F5[1F pRF\. 100.555. K[PHI 5wWTL ÂFZF lA\N]VMGL ;F5[1F pRF\. XMWMP Ul6TLI 

TF/M D[/JMP 

07 

Q-6  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) ;F\S/ VG[ 8[5 ;J"[1F6DF\ J5ZFTF ;FWGMGF GFD ,BM TYF NZ[S ;FWGG]\ SFI" 

H6FJMP. 
05 

 (b) GLR[GF 5NMGL jIFbIF VF5M: 

(i) :YFGLS VFSQF"6, (ii) GDG, (iii) ;FR] Z[BF\X, (iv) ;DlNS Z[BFVM, (v) lNS5FT 

SM6 

05 

 (c) 5}6"J'T A[ZL\U VG[ J'T5FN A[ZL\U JrR[GM E[N H6FJM. 04 

Q-7  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) YLIM0M,F.8DF\ VFJTF H]NFH]NF V1FM ;DHFJM VG[ T[ JrR[GF VF\TZLS ;A\W H6FJM. 07 

 (b) ;J"[1F6GL lNS:YF5GL ZLTM ;DHFJM 07 

Q-8  Attempt all questions (14) 

 (a) YLIM0M,F.8GF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GFGF SFIM" ,BMP. 

(i) lS,5 :S|], (ii) 8[l,:SM5, (iii) :YFGF\TZ XLQF", (iv) GLR,L %,[8GM :S|], (v) Jl8"S, 

;S",, (vi) D\N RF,S :S|], (vii) S,[ld5\U :S|]. 

07 

 (b) ;D5F8 ;J"[1F6DF\ J5ZFTF\ ;FWGMGF GFD VG[ p5IMU H6FJMP. 07 
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